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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a critical edition of a Bardic poem addressed to
Diarmaid Ó Conchubhair Donn ($1600) by Gofraidh (mac Briain) Mac an
Bhaird, edited from National Library of Ireland MS G 181 with an
introduction, translation and commentary. As well as the edition of the
poem, an extensive account of the life of Diarmaid Ó Conchubhair Donn is
provided.

THE MS
The poem Congaibh riot, a Ráith Chruachan is preserved in a single
eighteenth-century MS, NLI G 181, pp 10816. The MS is a collection
of miscellaneous material compiled by the famous antiquary Charles
O’Conor (171091) over the years 176673 (Nı́ Shéaghdha 1979, 3842).
Charles O’Conor’s transcription of this poem is clear and legible. O’Conor
himself complained, Do scrı́bhas do réir mar fúaras, as cóip taoi rolochtach
‘I wrote [this] as I found it, from a copy that is very faulty’ (p. 116). Charles
O’Conor probably transcribed this poem in November 1773: he notes the
date of his writing as 19 November 1773 on p. 104 and as 24 November
1773 on p. 127, though the transcription of Dealg athálaigh othrus Taidhg
by Eochaidh Ó hEódhasa, the item immediately following the poem edited
here, is dated 12 May 1766 (‘Mai xii. m. d. cc. lxvi.’). A diplomatic edition
of Congaibh riot, a Ráith Chruachan has been published with some
suggested emendations in ABM (poem 115).

GOFRAIDH MAC

AN

BHAIRD

The poem is ascribed to Gofraidh Mac an Bhaird. He flourished around the
first quarter of the seventeenth century. He may be the Geoffrey McEward,
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